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Fareast Boats to prelaunch the FAREAST 37R
and our NEW production technology
at BOOT Düsseldorf

Fareast press meeting at BOOT Düsseldorf
When: Monday 22nd of January @2pm
Where: Fareast Boats, stand 15/E40
How: Meet Mr.Maarten Voogd, Simonis & Voogd Yacht Design
and Mr. Weifeng Lu, founder Fareast Boats

Revolution or Evolution?
Fareast are always seeking breakthroughs in innovation, technology and performance.
We revolutionized the material and manufacturing process. We use the latest 3D CAD design, adapt aluminum mold
instead of GRP material, and 5-axis CNC milled, which sets the tolerance to almost zero, and delivers a high quality
finish product.
The NEW technology will be presented in our stand in Düsseldorf!

FAREAST 37R
“Light, Fast and Comfortable”, that was a part of the design brief given to Simonis & Voogd Yacht design for the new
FAREAST 37R.
“Innovative thinking and execution enables the crew of the FAREAST 37R to be very competitive in races but also enjoy nice
fast cruising with the family. A clean and efficient deck lay-out with a modern rig setup guarantees easy handling. At 37 foot
also the inside is spacious and has all the amenities one expects from this size boat. Overall weight is kept to an absolute
minimum with a high ballast ratio in order to be the most spectacular boat in this size range.” , says Maarten Voogd, from
Simonis & Voogd Yacht Design.
“Young people nowadays are used to high speed sailing, and are using boats in a different way than 15-20 years ago. Fareast
Boats has been at the forefront of high performance sport boats over the last six years ,and are now introducing the FAREAST
37R.” says Mats Runström, International Sales Manager at Fareast Boats. “All parts, including the hull mold, are vacuum
infused from aluminum molds. This is a more expensive production method, but delivers the preciseness, finish, and quality,
that an owner looks for in this range. The price starts from USD 140.000 ex VAT, which we think is the most competitive in its
class!” , says Mr. Runström.

Pictures and technical data can be downloaded from our Dropbox:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/kq0h9f53atzhfd7/AAAar67xJmgfCANhU2zlf1pba?dl=0
Press contact: Mats Runström, Tel: +46 70 7478866 E.mail: mats.runstrom@fareastyachts.com
About Fareast Boats
Fareast Boats is one of the fastest growing companies in China within the dinghy and leisure yacht market. Founded
in 2002, Fareast Yachts has been expanding rapidly and is now the biggest Optimist producer in the world with over
1000 boats a year, and 350 keel boats all designed by Simonis & Voogd Yacht Design.

Data of FAREAST 37R:
LENGTH OVERALL
LENGTH W.L
BEAM
DRAFT
DISPLACEMENT
SAIL AREA total Upwind
SAIL AREA total Downwind
Steering system
I
J
P
E
Design:

11,30 mt
10,86 mt
3,66 mt
2,25 mt
4400 kg
76 m2
195 m2
Tiller // Twin wheels

14,60 mt
4,30 mt
15,20 mt
5,00 mt
Simonis & Voogd Yacht Design

Price: 140.000 USD excl VAT
International pre launch of the FAREAST 37R at
BOOT Düsseldorf. See the model, 1:10, meet the designer,
and prepair for the spring launch!

See our latest
technology in our
stand at
BOOT Düsseldorf.

